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INTRODUCTION

For the purpose of effecting the collection and analysis of evidence, the identification of the 
causal factors and the elaboration of safety recommendations that should be necessary, in order 
to  prevent  that  in  the  future  occur  similar  maritime  accidents  and/or  incidents,  the  Fluvial 
Captaincy of Pantanal (CFPN) carried out a Marine Safety Investigation, in compliance with that 
laid down in the Casualty Investigation Code of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), 
adopted by Resolution MSC. 255(84).

.

1 – SYNOPSIS

Shipwreck of the Barge SILO 99B, Bolivian flag, that occurred on 29 June of 2010, around 
07.15 hours, at the mooring buoy no. 4, left bank of the Paraguai river KM 1515.5, in front of the 
Port  of  Ladário/MS,  downstream from Corumbá/MS,  Latitude  18o59’49.09”S and Longitude 
057o36’29.49” W. At the moment of the sinking, the craft was loaded with approximately 1,600 
tons of iron ore.

Photo 1 – locality of the shipwreck of the barge SILO 99B
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1.1 – GENERAL INFORMATION
           

The Company Serviço de Navegação da Bacia do Prata S.A., operator of the barge, carries 
out the transport of bulk cargoes (iron ore, soya bran and soya), fuels (naphtha and diesel oil) and
soya oil, along the waterway Paraguay-Paraná using tugboats/pusher tugs and barges for 
navigating in convoys.

1.2 - CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BARGE

Name of the craft: SILO 99B
Number of Registration: HRB-363
Type: BARGE.
Port of Registry: LA PAZ – BOLIVIA
Gross Tonnage: 859.30
Nett Tonnage: 658.68
Gross Deadweight: 1900 tons
Breadth: 10.67m
Depth: 3.66m 
Draft: 3.16m
Year of building: 1981
Owner: ALCA BARGE COMPANY S.A.
Propulsion: WITHOUT PROPULSION

1.3 – CERTIFICATES OF THE BARGE

*   Normal Certificate of Permanent Registry, No RIBB-SRP-H-RPM-032/10, issued in La Paz 
on 29/04/2010 and valid up to 20/11/2010;
*    Safety of  Navigation  Certificate  for  Craft  of  the  Paraguay/Paraná  Waterway,  No BROS 
BUE-664 SN 2010, ISSUED ON 30/04/2010 and valid up to 20/11/2010;
*   Measurement Certificate of the Paraguay/Paraná Waterway, No BROS BUE-710AR, issued in 
     Buenos Aires on 07/12/2006 and valid up to 20/11/2010; and 
*  Certificate of Assignment of Freeboard for The Craft of the Paraguay/Paraná Waterway, No 

BROS  BUE- 663 FB2010, issued on 30/04/2010 and valid up to 20/11/2010.

1.4 – CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOCALITY OF THE ACCIDENT.
       

 The sinking of Barge SILO 99B occurred at the mooring buoy No 4, approximately thirty 
(30) metres from the left bank of the Paraguay River, at KM 1515.5, in front of the Port of 
Ladario/MS,  downstream  from  Corumbá/Ms,  at  the  point  of  the  coordinates  Latitude  18o 

59’49.09”S and Longitude 057o36’29.49” W, The depth in the locality was approximately (6) 
metres. The barge is submerged 1.00 metre below the water level.

1.5 – ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
         

At the moment of the accident the meteorological conditions were good. The weather was 
good and there was no wind. However,  in accordance  with the report  of the Captain of the 
pusher-tug IPÊ, craft of the company Serviço de Navegação da Bacia do Prata S.A. (SNBP) used 
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to manoeuvre barges in the port area, on the night that preceded the shipwreck (night of 28th to 
29th June) strong winds occurred in the region.

1.6 - CREW
 

The craft is not manned.

2 – SEQUENCE OF THE EVENTS
          

On the  24th June  of  2010  the  barge  SILO 99B underwent  a  routine  inspection  by  the 
employees  of  SNBP, the purpose of  which was to  verify the conditions  of  the craft  for the 
operation of loading iron ore in the Port of SOBRAMIL.  In this inspection, it was found that two 
of the twelve tanks existing on the craft, amongst them a side tank (cofferdam) and the after peak 
tank had water. The level of the water in these tanks was approximately 40 cm measured from 
the lower face of the hull. The tanks were discharged and the existence was found of a crack of 
50 cm length in the stern plating above the waterline and a hole in the side tank (cofferdam). 
After the carrying out of repairs the barge SILO99B liberated for loading, being conducted by 
the pusher-tug  IPÊ, to the terminal of SOBRAMIL, where it was loaded with approximately 
1,600 tons of iron ore.

On the 25th June of 2010, around 00.00 hours the barge  SILO 99B was conducted by the 
pusher-tug  IPÊ  to  mooring  buoy no 3,  where  there  were already 5  barges  moored  awaiting 
incorporation in the convoy being formed to leave with the pusher-tug  SÃO PAULO. Still on 
the 25th, as the barge SILO 99B would no longer join the convoy of pusher-tug SÃO PAULO, it 
was conducted by pusher-tug IPÊ to mooring buoy no 4 where already were the barges SILO 92 
and C-2. 

On 29th June, at 07.15 hours one of the employees of the SNBP phoned to the Operational 
Manager of the company, informing of the existence of problems with barge SILO 99B. In the 
light of this the Manager determined that the pusher-tug IPÊ which was in Bolivia conducting 
empty barges for loading, should return to Ladário to give support to the barge SILO 99B. The 
pusher-tug  LADARIO which also was in manoeuvres of barges between Ladário and Bolivia, 
arrived first at the locality, little being able to do to impede the accident (sinking), for the water 
was already 4 cm from the coaming of the hold of the barge and at that moment the cables which 
moored it to barges SILO 92 and C-2 broke, allowing it to sink by the bow.

3 -  THE SURVEY OF THE CRAFT
          

The  initial  inspection  of  the  experts  of  the  Inspection  and Survey Group (GVI)  of  the 
Fluvial Captaincy of Pantanal to the locality of the accident occurred on 29th June around 10.00 
hours.  At  that  time  the  craft  was  completely  submerged,  it  only  being  possible  to  gather 
information from the employees of SNBP and verify the documentation issued by the competent 
authority of the country of the flag of the craft. 

During the verification of the documentation it was verified that the barge SILO 99B was 
not suitable for the transport of iron ore whose  density is 2.15 tons/m3 .  This restriction is 
mentioned in the item observation of the Certificate of Safety of Navigation for Craft  of the 
Paraguay-Paraná Waterway, number BROS BUE 664 SN 2010 (Annex B),  according to which 
the barge is not capable of carrying cargo with density higher than 1.00 ton/m3. 
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Photo 2 – Barge SILO 99B totally submersed at mooring buoy no 4

On 2nd July 2010 the company CINCO MANUTENÇÃO, REPAROS E CONSTRUCÃO 
NAVAL LTDA (5MR), presented to the Fluvial Captaincy of Pantanal the Plan for refloating the 
craft, for the approval of the Command of the 6th Naval District. 

The work of refloating was executed with the support of an auxiliary craft, which possessed 
a crane equipped with equipment for removing the cargo from the sunken ship to another empty 
barge positioned alongside the auxiliary craft.

Photo 3 – Auxiliary craft with the crane on deck and with the barge that will receive 
the submerged cargo berthed alongside
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The work of transferring the submerged cargo of the barge SILO 99B to the other barge 
commenced on 30th July 2010 at 16.00 hours and was concluded on 3rd August of 2010 at 18.00 
hours, that is , the work was concluded in 04 days. 

On 4th August commenced the sub-aquatic inspections for verification of the conditions of 
the cargo hold, installation of submersible pumps in the cofferdams and the sealing of same for 
the  water  that  was  pumped  out  not  to  return  and  the  craft  obtain  the  reserve  of  buoyancy 
necessary for the coaming of the cargo hold to remain above the waterline to permit the draining 
of the water and the complete refloating of the craft.

                                              Photo 4 – Lids of the tanks with the hoses installed for draining

     
Photo 5 – Installation of the pump and fixation of the lid of the hatchway of the forward peak tank.

The pumping of the tanks (cofferdams and peaks) was commenced on 4th August at 16.00 
hours continuing until the end of the afternoon of 5th August 2010. On that day the craft was with 
all the tanks (cofferdams and peaks) dry and with the freeboard deck above the waterline, which 
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condition permitted the commencement of the draining of the cargo hold. On 6th August at 02.00 
hours the barge was completely refloated.

                           Photo 6 – Cargo hold totally drained and with only some residues of iron ore. 

On 11th August 2010, after the barge was lifted on the slipway of the SNBP the Inspection 
and Survey Group (GVI) of the Fluvial Captaincy of Pantanal (CFPN) commenced the survey of 
all the ballast tanks (lateral cofferdams), peak tanks, quickworks (including investigation of the 
thickness  of  the  plating  by  means  of  sounding  with  ultrasonic  equipment)  and  structural 
inspection in accordance with the standard foreseen for Initial Survey for Emission of the Safety 
of Navigation Certificate  ruled by the Regulation of Surveys,  Inspections and Certificates of 
Safety for Craft of General and Bulk Cargoes of the Paraguay-Paraná Waterway, over 24 year of 
age (item 2.6.3. “minimum measurements of scantlings in renewal surveys”). The purpose 
of the survey was to discover the determinant causes of the sinking of the barge.

The barge SILO 99B possesses lateral tanks no  1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 port and starboard and peak 
tanks  fore  and aft.  The  lateral  tanks  function  as  a  reserve  of  buoyancy for  the  craft,  being 
separated longitudinally between each other by transversal  bulkheads.  Therefore these lateral 
tanks are considered as empty spaces (cofferdams), interconnecting the laterals of the barge with 
the double bottom. 

 
During the visual inspections in the interior of the lateral tanks and of the peaks, various 

points  with a high level  of corrosion and peeling,  were verified in the structures and in  the 
structural  reinforcements,  especially  in  the  regions  located  below  the  loaded  draft  line 
(approximately 9 feet), by virtue of their not having been protected from corrosion by any of the 
usual painting schemes for fluvial craft.
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                                                       Photo 7 – Stripping of the plating of the side.

                    Photo 8 – Corrosion and stripping of the structural reinforcements (brackets)
 

The  plating  of  the  transversal  watertight  bulkheads  that  separate  the  lateral  tanks 
(cofferdams) no 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 as much to port as to starboard were found to be, in general, in a 
good state of conservation, whereas, in cofferdams no 1,2 and 3 to starboard and in no2 to port, 
holes were verified in the bulkheads.     
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       Photo 9 – Hole in the bulkhead of tank no 1 starboard closed with a small  wooden wedge. 

                                         Photo 10- Hole in the bulkhead of tank no 2  port.

Along all of the plating of the bottom and the sides were verified various holes and repairs 
carried out with the use of boxes of cement, wooden wedges with rags, epoxy paste and with 
overlapping steel sheets. 

                                            Photo 11 – Hole in the side sealed with epoxi paste
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                                           Photo 12 – Hole sealed with a little wedge

                                                    Photos 13 a) and b) – Repairs with a cement box

It was verified that some of lids of the scuttles that give access to the interior of the tanks 
(cofferdams and peaks) were with rubber watertight sealing damaged and with a high level of 
corrosion, significantly compromising the water tightness of these compartments (tanks).

                          Photo 14 – Lid of a hatchway with a high level of corrosion and  rubber damaged
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Besides the visual inspection of the structural part and of the plating of the hull, the cargo 
hold  and  the  bulkheads,  the  thickness  of  the  plating  of  the  hull  was  verified  by  means  of 
sounding with ultrasonic equipment utilizing the procedures foreseen in item 2.6.3 – “Minimum 
Measurements of Scantlings in Renewal Survey” of the agreement of the Paraguay-Paraná 
Waterway  “Age (1)  of  the  ship (years)  23 <1 < = 29 two rings,  fluctuation  zone” and the 
maximum wear admissible of the regulated minimum in a considerable surface of the plating:
          
          For t < = 11.5mm                     Maximum wear = 1.5 mm
          For t > 11.5 mm                       Maximum wear = 0.09 t + 0.45 (maximum 3 mm)

Where  t = thickness of the plate/core of   reinforcement in millimetres, established in the 
norm utilized for the building of the craft.

Maximum wear admissible of the regulation minimum, in a reduced zone, 30% of t , also 
the criteria foreseen as parameters of general and private survey with sounding of the structure 
for craft with an age over 18 years in the item 2.8.2 – “Extension of the renewal survey” of the 
Agreement of the Paraguay/Paraná Waterway”. 

A characteristic length was established of 25,000 mm (25 metres) taken from the middle of 
the ship forward and again aft establishing a region for sampling the thickness of plating of a 
total of 50,000 mm (50 metres) and from thereon the following procedure was observed: 

Initially on the side to port and starboard were established networks of points for sounding, 
spaced at the height of 100mm (0.1 metre) from the bottom to the first row. The second row 
spaced 500  mm (0.5metre) from the first and the rest spaced at 1,000 mm (1 metre) and the 
spaces between the columns of 2,000 mm (2 metres), creating a network composed of 92 points 
for measurement on the port side and 98 points in the starboard side.

                         Photo 15 – Network of points for ultrasonic sounding on the port side

The same precaution was observed in the establishing of a network of sounding points in the 
bottom of the craft.  It should be emphasized that the criterion established and utilized in the 
survey also is in accordance with that foreseen in Chapter 8 – EXECUTION OF SURVEYS 
“Special Cases related with CSN” item 3, sub-item III of NORMAM-02/DPC (Norms of the 
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Brazilian Maritime Authority for Craft employed on Interior Navigation) which determines 
the inspection by ultrasound in the minimum of 05 (five) measurement points per plate. 

On the bottom of the craft the criterion was adopted to take points 200mm (0.2metre) away 
from the side and a second line spaced 1,500 mm (1.5 metres)  from the first  one,  giving a 
quantity of 90 points. 

In the cargo hold 21 points were obtained taken in the plating of the bottom and both sides.

The values of thickness were obtained after  treatment  of the surface of the plate  on the 
desired  measurement  point  with  a  sanding  machine  to  remove  the  oxidation,  through 
measurement using the ultrasonic equipment operated by surveyor of the GVI of CFPN. 

Taking as a reference the values declared of thickness of plating included in the Plans of the 
craft presented by the Owner, we have:
 

 Thickness declared of the side (e side) = 7.9mm.
 Thickness declared of the bottom (ebottom).= 7.9mm
 Thickness declared of the bottom of the cargo hold (ecargo hold) = 12.7 mm, and
 Thickness declared of the sides of the cargo hold (esides of cargo hold) = 9.50 mm.  

        
It was observed in the comparison of the results obtained in the sounding with the values of 

thickness of plating declared in the plans presented that:

 The thickness measured in the plating of the side presented reductions up to 53.40% 
(maximum value observed) and average reduction of thickness of plating of 5.28%.

 The thickness measured in the plating of the bottom presented reductions of up to 47.10% 
and average reduction of thickness of 16.92%; and

 The thickness measured in the plating of the cargo hold presented reductions of up to 
16.84%.

The values of reduction of thickness observed in the plating of the barge SILO 99B in some 
points  exceeded the admissible  values of reduction of thickness  foreseen in  the items 2.6.3- 
“Minimum Measurements of Scantlings in Survey of Renewal” from the Agreement of the 
Paraguay-Paraná Waterway and 2.8.2 – “Extension of survey of renewal” of the Agreement 
of the Paraguay- Paraná Waterway. During the visual inspection carried out concomitant with 
the sounding of the plating it was verified that the craft does not utilize a painting scheme for 
protection of the plates and also the use of cathodic protection of the structure also was not 
observed.  Various points with a high level of corrosion of the plating were observed, besides the 
existence of holes and cracks along all of the hull.

4 – CAUSAL FACTORS  

Various  factors  contributed  to  determine  the  wreck  of  the  craft.  We  will  mention  the 
principal ones to follow. 

The first factor was the loading of cargo with a density superior to that established in the 
Certificate  of  Safety of  Navigation  (CSN).  The CSN limited  the density  of  the cargo  up to 
1.00ton/m3 . At the moment of the accident the craft was loaded with 1.600 tons of iron ore 
whose density is of 2.15 ton/m3 . 
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The second factor was the existence of various types of emergency repairs carried out with 
small wedges of wood and rags, boxes of cement and epoxy paste, holes and points of reduction 
of the thickness of the plating which exceed the admissible values of reduction of the plating of 
this type of craft. 

The third factor was the lack of a painting scheme against corrosion or cathodic protection 
(anti-corrosive system) of structural elements, tanks, plating of the sides and bottom. 

The fourth factor was the craft not having, in a permanent form, a person responsible for its 
safety,  designated  by the  owner  as  determines  the  Additional  Protocol  to  the  Agreement  of 
Fluvial  Transport  by the Paraguay-Paraná Waterway,  Norms of Safety Relative to the Ports, 
Regime of Stay in Port or Localities of Berthing, Chapter 1, article 64, according to which 
“every  craft  or  convoy,  independently  of  its  cargo,  should  have  permanently  a  person 
responsible for its safety, designated by the owner”. 

As the craft did not suffer a structural rupture, as well as the diameter of the holes and the 
size of some cracks would not determine a sinking possible to occur in a short space of time, the
existence of one person that could have verified the beginning of the flooding of the cofferdams 
or, for example, an alteration in the list, would permit the adoption of emergency measures that 
became necessary to contain the flooding and finally, the sinking itself. 

It was ascertained by means of statements of people that participated in the first efforts to 
stop the sinking, that there was not a person responsible for the safety of the barges moored to 
Buoys 3 and 4, designated by the Owners. In accordance with these statements the pusher-tug 
IPÊ was the pusher designated to take care of the convoys of the company.  However, it was 
verified that this vigilance is not permanent seeing that during the displacement of the referred 
tugboat to Bolivia, the convoys remain without any type of vigilance. Furthermore, the simple 
presence of the pusher-tug in the area where is moored the convoy without anyone verifying 
effectively its safety in regular periods, only permits the adoption of measures after the fact has 
occurred.

5 - CONSEQUENCES OF THE ACCIDENT

5.1 - PERSONAL DAMAGES
        There were no personal damages.

5.2 –MATERIAL DAMAGES
       There were no damages to the craft resulting from the sinking.
       The cargo that was on board was totally recuperated.

5.3 - POLLUTION  
        There was no registry of pollution related to the accident.

6 – CONCLUSIONS

Analysing the data obtained during the survey carried out on the craft, it was concluded that 
the accident occurred due to a combination of the following factors:
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a) The  deficiency  in  the  maintenance  of  the  craft,  in  view  of  the  non-existence  of  a 
painting scheme against corrosion which provoked the reduction of the thickness of the 
plating, principally in the quickworks;

b) The high number of provisional repairs using little wooden wedges and rags, boxes of 
cement  and epoxy paste  in  detriment  to  the  carrying  out  of  permanent  repairs  in  a 
shipyard;

c)  The loading of cargo for which the craft was not capable of carrying; and

d) The lack of a person responsible for the safety of the craft whilst it was moored to the 
buoy.  

 
        The combination of these factors whilst the craft was moored to the buoy was determinant 
for the outcome of the sinking. In view of this verification it is possible to affirm that the barge 
SILO 99-B went slowly losing its reserve of buoyancy after the releasing of some provisional 
plugging, arising from the external pressure exercised by the liquid mass and which permitted 
the entry of water in the cofferdams through the holes and cracks. In these conditions without 
anyone  to  take  measures  of  contention  of  the  flooding,  as  well  as  taking  into  account  that 
according to some accounts, on the night that preceded the accident (night of the 28th June of 
2010)  strong  winds  occurred  in  the  region,  contributing  to  the  formation  of  waves  and  the 
consequent  embarking  of  water  in  the  cargo  hold  of  the  craft  which  was  already  with  the 
freeboard in jeopardy due to the weight of the water embarked in the cofferdams and the barge 
finally sank.

        In relation to the factors mentioned in a) and b) one has to question the role of the 
Classification  Society  in  this  case.  How is  it  possible  that  a  craft  in  an  advanced  stage  of 
corrosion as is the case of barge SILO 99-B, classified by the Bolivian Register of Shipping S.A. 
was in class and its certificates were valid on the date of the accident? 

Other shipwrecks that occurred in the port area of Ladário-MS over the last years with 
craft classified by the same classification society indicate that the certificates issued by it do not 
show the real safety conditions of the respective craft. 

Returning to the barge  SILO 99-B, the situation is even more serious, having in view 
that  less  than  two  months  before  the  accident,  were  issued  new  Certificates  of  Safety  of 
Navigation  and Freeboard  valid  until  20/11/2010. The  accident  occurred  on  29/06/10.   The 
certificates were issued on 30/04/10.  Hence, two months before the accident. It is quite probable 
the issuance of these certificates was motivated by the change of flag of the craft from Paraguay 
to  Bolivia  which recently  occurred,  without  probably having,  at  least,  been surveyed  by the 
classification   society.

6.1  –  CONCLUSIONS OF THE BOLIVIAN INTERNATIONAL VESSEL REGISTER 
(RIBB) 

In compliance with the provisions of Chapter 13 of the IMO Casualty Investigation Code, 
the draft of this report was forwarded by the Directorate of Ports and Coasts to the Bolivian 
International Vessel Register   -  RIBB  (Bolivian Maritime Authority,  substantially interested 
State)  for relevant comments before the final version be submited to the IMO. 
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The RIBB concluded that one of the relevant aspects to the accident was the fact that the 
barge SILO-99B uploaded the cargo of mineral clearly violating the restrictions set forth in its 
Certificate of Safety of Navigation, in accordance with Article 1.3.2 of the Rules of Surveys, 
Inspections and Safety Certificate for vessels of the waterway. 

7 - RECOMMENDATIONS
        

a) In order to avoid that the owners/agents only adopt measures to safeguard the barges 
moored to the buoys after the damage is done, it is recommended that those barges or convoys 
that  are  at  the  buoys  without  the  respective  tugboat/pusher-tug,  have  permanently  a  person 
responsible for their safety; and

        b) Considering what was made evident in this accident and others similar that occurred 
already in the region, as well as by the concrete fact that a large part of the barges that navigate 
the Paraguay/Paraná Waterway are “American scrap iron” and that they navigate according to 
the idea that the useful life of a craft is that that covers from its purchase in the USA until its 
shipwreck  with  refloating  impossible.  It  is  suggested  that  in  order  to  protect  the  safety  of 
navigation in the Brazilian stretch of the River Paraguay the implantation with the urgency that 
the case requires, the exigency of a Condition Survey for barges with the age equal or greater 
than 18 years, that call at a national port. This independently of their flag or deadweight for the 
carriage of solid bulks of a specific weight greater or equal to 1.78t/m3, such as iron ore, pig iron,
and  manganese,  carried  out  by  Classification  Societies  authorized  to  act  in  the  name  the 
Brazilian government,  different  from that  which maintains  the barge in  class,  procedure this 
similar  to  that  foreseen  in  Chapter  2  –  CONDITION SURVEY  ON BULK CARRIERS, 
ITEM 0202 of the NORMAM-04/DPC.    

List of Annexes 

ANNEX A  - Plan of Structural Arrangement
ANNEX B  - Certificate of Safety of Navigation
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ANNEX A
Plan of Structural Arrangement
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ANNEX B
Certificate of Safety of Navigation
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